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means no shifting required; the PW50 is a total twist-and-go package. Torque-tuned, spunky
little 49cc two-stroke is built to thrill without intimidating beginners. The Yamaha PW50 is a very
nice bike suitable for kids of all ages as they learn how to ride. The cc air-cooled 2-stroke
engine has been tuned to deliver as much torque as possible, thus being perfect for learning, as
speed is of a smaller concern. The throttle stop screw lets the adults regulate the max gas the
little riders can pump in the PW50 and the single-speed automatic transmis Rugged, reliable,
fun to ride and by all means, unintimidating and easy to operate, the Yamaha PW80 comes with
a brawny 80cc 2-stroke engine which delivers quite a punch. A 3-speed semi-automatic gearbox
makes riding this bike very intuitive, thanks to the clutchless shifting, while allowing the
youngsters to get used to the various power and torque needs for different terrains. The chas
The MY Yamaha PW50 is a small-displacement bike suitable for kids of all ages as they take
their first riding lessons. Maintenance is very easy as the PW50 comes with a shaft final drive
and autolube oil injection system eliminating There's no need to speak too much about the
Yamaha PW50, as this 2-stroke bike is one of the iconic entry-point bikes for the youngest of
riders. Small yet comfy, built like a tank and yet nimble, the PW50 is a great way to introduce
your kid to the world of motorcycling. The transmission is automatic single-speed and this
means riding the bike is as easy as twist the throttle and hang o The PW50 is one of the
standard entry-point mini-bikes, the natural first step in the two-wheeled world most young
riders make, and there's many a good reasons for this. The bike is built like a tank, and the
engine is just the same. This 49cc 2-stroke machine delivers quite a punch and can take a lot of
abuse and still work great, with minimal maintenance. Being a true dirt monster, it Low,
lightweight, tough and reliable, this is a great go-anywhere machine, from the improvised
backyard dirt track to the open fields. Affordable and easy to maintain, the PW50 is also
reassuring, thanks to its mild tuning and centrifugal clutch, automatic transmission. A step up
from the PW50 entry-level machine, the PW80 packs some extra displacement and slightly
bigger dimensions, plus a 3-speed transmission with an automatic clutch. The semi-automatic
gearbox is teaching kids about the various power and torque delivery scenarios for different
sections, providing a highly educational environment to have them prepared to use a manual
clutch in the future. An affordable bike that's built like a bullet, the MY Yamaha PW50 is a great
treat for your kids as they take the first step into the world of motorcycling. Low and reassuring,
this bike offers plenty of punch from its 49cc air-cooled 2-stroke engine, while the single speed
transmission offers hassle-free operation and allows the youngsters to focus on learning how
to actually ride wel So your kid is big enough to switch from the pram to bikes and you'd like to
see if there's some champion DNA in him or her The best thing you can do is get some riding
gear and have your child throw a leg over a bike such as the MY PW The PW50 is Yamaha's
entry-point small-displacement machine, a bike created as a nifty educational platform for
introducing the youngest A smooth-shifting, 3-speed transmission with automatic clutch
designed to ease the beginner into the basics of shifting helps make riding simpler. Alongside
the increased displacement and power, the PW80 also brings a 3-speed transmission. Shifting
is smooth as the clutch is automatic, allowing the young riders to focus on learning how to use
the different power and torque deployment schemes and forget about the clutch work for a
while. PW80 also The PW50 is a great choice for the youngest of riders. Small and punchy
enough to be both rewarding and thrilling, this mini dirt bike is built like a tank and can really
take a lot of abuse, and still provide exceptional performance. Since safety is one of the main
concerns, the PW50 comes with a smart exhaust routing and heat shields to prevent accidental
burns. Even more, adults Yamaha's mini bike game is strong, thanks to the brand's continual
investment in two-strokes and a broad playbike lineup that is both beginner friendly and
extremely dependable. The PW80 ups the ante a bit, packing even more punch for the young
riders, while retaining the automatic clutch and a smooth-shifting 3-speed transmission,
allowing riders to focus on control rather than on clutch work, and providing an excellent

introduction to shifting. The power deployment can be easily controlled by adults thanks to the
adjustable limiter, while the Autolube fuel and oil inj The PW50 is a great way to introduce your
kids to the riding basics. Rugged, exceedingly light and with a ow-maintenance shaft drive, this
bike is perfectly equipped to face abuse. Add in a full automatic transmission for a reassuring
feel when aboard, a low seat for good ground contact when stopped, and plenty of punch from
the 2-stroke engine for even greater usability until your kids out The PW80 is step two in a
young rider's career, but in case your kid starts riding a bit later, it will be an awesome first bike,
as well. This machine introduces shifting, as it comes with a 3-speed transmission, but
operation is easy, since it comes with an automatic clutch making take-offs smooth and
reassuring. Adults can adjust the throttle limiter to provide youngsters with a progr The PW50 is
the best first Yamaha machine for your kids. It is built like a tank and can handle huge amounts
of abuse and beating, and it will still ride like a charm. Small, light and simple, the PW50 is
powered by a 49cc air-cooled 2-stroke engine, able to deliver quite a punch, but in a
non-intimidating manner. Thanks to the single-speed automatic transmission, the PW50 allows
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discounts. Model PW. I bought this about 2 years ago for my grandson, he has gotten too big so
we got him another bike. This PW is in good condition and starts and runs excellent. It does
have some scratches and scuffs as it is a dirt bike. It is a Auto Clutch and no gears so its
perfect for the little guys and gals. The seat height is the lowest of any bike 19" so they can
touch the ground and control it. This PW is completely stock including the oil injection so no
mixing gas. I do not have title - Bill of sale will be provided. I'm sure your little one will have love
to see it under the tree for x-mas. Model WRF. California Green Sticker compliant with a forestry
service-approved spark arrestor. New Electric Starter System New, main switch-free electrical
system provides push-of-the-button electric starting convenience, Just push the starter button
and go no need to power on a main switch or insert a key. Bilateral Beam Aluminum Frame The
WRF features a YZ-bred aluminum Bilateral Beam frame - engineered from castings, forgings
and extrusions - with engine mounts optimized for chassis rigidity characteristics needed in
enduro riding conditions. Enduro-Ready WRF Features WRF-specifc details include a new
wide-ratio five-speed transmission, temperature regulating radiator fan, an optimized clutch,
sealed O-ring chain, skid plate, kick start, and a standard side-stand. New mm Front Brake mm
front disc brake offers outstanding machine control and performance, with exceptional stopping
power and controllability. Enduro Tires and Wheels Enduro-specific tires and an inch rear
wheel. Model TT-R50E. Model PW Perfect bike to get your little one started! Call or click "get
quote" now! Call Drew Cox today. These are hard to find in this condition. It also comes with the
good training wheels. The 49cc engine is mildly tuned to deliver predictable power that gently
eases the new rider up the off-road learning curve. Its equipped with exclusive Autolube oil
injection that eliminates the need to premix fuel and oil. The PW The perfect beginner bike!
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